
Executive Summary
This document, prepared by the Gonzales Design Company, contains a full summary of the entire research process for the 
Marriott Hotel website and mobile app redesign project.

To begin the project, the consultants at Gonzales Design Company created a general framework for the research strategy by 
defining background information and key objectives, formulating hypotheses, identifying research methods, performing research 
and analyzing the findings. Through conversations with Marriott, the stakeholders outlined five business needs. Using these 
business needs, the consultants identified an additional five user research goals, as well as preliminary research questions. 

In an effort to reveal attitudinal, behavioral and demographic qualities, the consultants performed four research methods — nano
usability testing, questions and issues reporting, a questionnaire and user interviews. Each research method helped provide 
insights into user behaviors, habits, needs and expectations. In particular, the user research interviews offered additional 
perspective into the experiences and emotions of individual user types. Following the research methods, the consultants collected 
and analyzed the data using four techniques, including summarization, manipulation, generalization and transformation. These 
techniques revealed nearly 20 trends and patterns, which allowed the consultants to further examine the research, draw 
conclusions and make recommendations for advancing the project.

By the end of the research study, the consultants identified 11 recommendations for improving Marriott’s digital presence. Below
are a few highlighted recommendations. For a complete list of next steps, please visit the final slides of this presentation. 

1. Provide users with a more accessible map feature on the results page – users want information about the area around a hotel
2. Prioritize customer service feedback surveys – clean rooms and good customer service is a key factor in repeat visitors
3. Provide sufficient email communications to guests prior to their visit – include a reminder containing the reservation and itinerary
4. Create social media campaign ads to target the 18-34 demographic audiences who are more active on social platforms
5. Offer more beachside and outdoor adventure travel packages

In summary, the consultants were very satisfied with the research findings. Many of the original research goals and business needs 
were addressed throughout the research exercises. However, we do recommend more research in the future, including additional 
user interviews, data analytics and usability testing.



USER 
RESEARCH 

BACKGROUND

Identifying	why	user	
research	is	important	for	
the	Marriott	project	and	
outlining	key	strategies



WHY WE CONDUCTED USER RESEARCH

• Added value to the project by helping determine how and why 
consumers interpret and use Marriott’s website and mobile app

• Provided insights on how users think, feel and act
• Provided an understanding of the impact of design on key audiences
• Validated assumptions while offering new insights
• Positioned the design team to make well-informed design decisions 

based on customer behaviors, task performance and user satisfaction
• Identified if the current digital platforms are useful, usable, functional, 

efficient and desirable
• Helped identify environmental influences 
• Determined how to prioritize features and functionality
• Explained where revenue is generated and how profits might be lost due 

to user error or customer dissatisfaction

BACKGROUND	– OVERVIEW

Performed Research

Nano usability testing
Watched and assessed user 
website performance

Goals and Questions
Defined what the team wanted to 
uncover, as well as questions to 
ask

Questionnaire 
Discovered user behaviors, 
attitudes and demographics

Interviews
Learned about user habits, needs, 
goals, expectations and 
experiences
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BACKGROUND	– USER	RESEARCH	FRAMEWORK
Defined Background Information and 
Key Objectives
• Identified what we already knew about the platforms 

and determined what questions must be answered
• In collaboration with Marriott, identified a series of 

business goals and gathered a list of user 
experience questions

• These questions informed research objective 
statements, which focused on specific tasks and 
user goals

Discussed Hypotheses 
• Using objective statements, we generated 

hypotheses about how users feel, behave and act 
when using the digital platforms

Identified Research Methods 
• Considered the most appropriate research 

methods to perform, which included a nano 
usability test, questionnaire and interviews

Performed Research
• Conducted research on users and gathered the 

data 
• Developed new insights, ideas and 

recommendations based on the collected 
information

Analyzed and Synthesized the Findings 
• Captured and synthesized the information 

collected
• Answered the original research questions
• Developed recommendations for moving the 

project forward
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MARRIOTT’S BUSINESS NEEDS
• Increase hotel bookings via digital properties by 10%
• Increase reservations for the Luxury and Lifestyle 

Collection hotel categories 
• Gain 10,000 incremental members of the Marriott 

Rewards loyalty program in the first quarter after the 
redesign

• Decrease by 20% the number of people starting and 
then abandoning a reservation

• Increase by 5% the number of people choosing a hotel 
and flight package

BACKGROUND	– BUSINESS	NEEDS

How we used the business needs

The research goals were used in the following ways: 

• As a foundation for adopting research methods throughout the 
project 

• To inspire research goals and questions
• To benchmark findings and ensure that the goals are a top priority 

among the researchers
• To confirm all final research decisions
• To ensure that Marriott stakeholder needs are fulfilled
• To prioritize and determine which new features should be 

adopted in the future 
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Goals
Identify the needs, goals, wants and behaviors 
of user types and understand what they value 
while searching for a hotel

Discover the underlying contextual reasons 
and rationale for why people select a specific 
hotel, brand and flight/hotel package

Learn about what environmental influencers 
cause people to abandon the reservation 
process

Determine what factor(s) motivate people to 
use a website versus an app when completing 
a task

Identify what types of hotel perks or incentives 
motivate people to join a loyalty program

BACKGROUND	– RESEARCH	GOALS

USER RESEARCH GOALS
Inspired by Marriott’s business goals and the user experience issues

Actionable Outcomes
Increase hotel bookings via digital properties by 10% 
by creating an experience that makes users feel that 
the booking process is customized to meet their 
personal needs and expectations

Increase by 5% the number of people choosing a 
hotel and flight package, as well as increase 
reservations for the Luxury and Lifestyle Collection 
hotel categories by determining what user groups 
value in a room, hotel or package

Understand user motivations during all stages of the 
reservation process and decrease by 20% the 
number of people starting and then abandoning a 
reservation

Increase hotel bookings via digital properties by 10% 
by designing an experience that works well on both 
web and mobile platforms

Gain 10,000 incremental members of the Marriott 
Rewards Loyalty Program in the first quarter after the 
redesign by building a program that people want to 
use



HYPOTHESES
The following five hypotheses outline what the research 
team expected to uncover during the research process

• People like to first use search engines to find hotel 
rooms before visiting a particular hotel booking 
website

• People are more likely to book a hotel and flight 
package when planning a long distance vacation 

• People search for hotel rooms on more than one 
website in order to find the best price before finalizing 
their reservation

• People who are thirty years old or younger are more 
likely to search for an answer to a question 
themselves, rather than using customer support

• People prefer to book a hotel room using the website 
on a computer compared to the mobile app

BACKGROUND	– HYPOTHESES

What the research revealed

Each of the hypotheses were explored during the user research 
interviews. The hypotheses revealed both attitudinal and behavior 
based habits, expectations and needs. As a result of the interviews, 
three of five hypotheses were validated.   
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USER 
RESEARCH 
METHODS

Outlining	the	user	research	
methods	used	to	guide	the	

project	



Nano Usability Test 
• Conducted a preliminary guerilla-based usability test 

to determine how users perform when confronted by 
a task

• The test revealed areas on the website that caused 
issues among the participants

Defining Questions and Issues
• Using the research and business goals, the research 

team developed a series of general and specific 
research questions, along with a list of suggested user 
experience issues

• Understanding issues and developing questions 
provided a foundation for future research methods

METHODS	– OVERVIEW	

THE METHODS THAT WE USED AND WHY

Questionnaire 
• Developed behavioral, attitudinal and 

demographic-based survey questions to get a 
better understanding of the user population's 
needs, goals and expectations

User Interviews 
• Inspired by the hypotheses and goals, the 

research team developed an interview guide 
and conducted three one-on-one interviews 

• The interviews provided an opportunity for the 
researchers to listen to actual users and learn 
about their experiences
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SUMMARY 
Three users participated in a nano usability test, where they were asked to book a hotel room for an 
upcoming vacation using Marriott’s website, www.marriott.com. During the usability test, the research team 
watched the participants and compiled notes on their experience. 

PARTICIPANT PROFILES

KEY FINDINGS
All three participants completed the task, however their path to booking a room varied, which included 
different levels of success. Some participants struggled with the following tasks:

Finding a room when dates were unavailable

METHODS	– NANO	USABILITY	TEST

Participant 1 

Age: 28
Gender: Female
Profession: Marketing and 
communications
Goal: To book an international trip to Italy 
with husband
Challenge areas: Difficulty with the search 
feature displaying no results; confusion 
after visiting a third party pop-up 
advertisement site

Participant 2 

Age: 20
Gender: Male
Profession: Undergraduate student
Goal: To book a trip to Washington, DC 
to visit the Smithsonian Museums
Challenge areas: Misspelled the 
destination and as a result, the correct 
city did not display

Participant 3 

Age: 21
Gender: Female
Profession: Undergraduate student
Goal: To book a trip to Nashville with a 
group of friends
Challenge areas: Wanted more accessible 
photos from the room details page; found 
that the chat feature kept returning even 
after selecting, “No thanks” 



METHODS	– NANO	USABILITY	TEST
Generating inaccurate search results

Navigating a persistent chat feature

“I’m not sure if this will 
bring up a list of cities”
-Nano usability participant after entering a 
destination and not finding the city

Accidently using a pop-up advertiser website “I don’t know where I 
am anymore, I’m so 
confused”
-Nano usability participant after navigating away 
from the Marriott site

Even after clicking “No 
Thanks” the chat 
feature appeared 
multiple times



METHODS	– UX	ISSUES
SUMMARY 
Guided by Marriott’s five business goals, the research 
team conducted a research evaluation of Marriott’s 
digital platforms and discovered 15 user experience 
issues. In addition to identifying the user experience 
challenges, the researchers labeled each issue using a 
set of heuristics and determined the Marriott 
department(s) most affected.

KEY FINDINGS
Below are a few general UX issues

• Some content, such as flight and hotel packages 
and the Luxury/Lifestyle Collections are difficult to 
find on the home page

• Marriott often uses unconventional phrases or terms 
that may not be understood by users

• The global collapsible menu makes it challenging for 
users to locate content 

• Loyalty Program information is located on multiple, 
disconnected pages

• Branding is inconsistent across affiliated pages

See appendix for all UX issuespr
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METHODS	– RESEARCH	QUESTIONS
SUMMARY 
To advance the user research goals, business needs 
and hypotheses, the research team created a series of 
general and specific research questions. These 
questions were used to encourage the team to think 
strategically about the goals and needs, as well as the 
UX issues. Using the questions also served as a 
foundation for additional research methods, including 
the questionnaire and interviews. 

KEY QUESTIONS
Below is a list of the general research questions 

• Who uses the digital platforms, and how do 
behavioral qualities influence the actions performed?  

• What factors determine the types of hotels, rooms 
or packages that people select?

• What are ways to prevent people from abandoning 
their reservation?

• Why do people who have easy access to the 
website choose to use the mobile app? 

• Why would someone who infrequently books a hotel 
go out of their way to sign up for the Loyalty 
Program?

See appendix for full list of specific questionsjw
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METHODS	– QUESTIONNAIRE
SUMMARY 
The research team developed a series of 10 survey 
questions and responses to key user research goals. 
The survey was intended to provide additional 
quantitative data about users and user groups. 
Grounded in the research goals, the survey revealed 
demographic information, user behaviors and user 
attitudes.  

KEY FINDINGS [HYPOTHETICAL*] 

• Discovered that many of the questions provided 
additional opportunities to compare and cross-
tabulate relational data and variables  

• Determined that users enjoy outdoor travel 
adventure

• Learned that people like to see other attractions 
near the hotel

• Found that people value price over amenities 

See appendix for questionnaire

*because we did not conduct an actual survey, a few hypothetical
findings are included here. These findings are rooted in the actual interview 
responses.
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METHODS	– USER	INTERVIEWS
SUMMARY 
Conducted three interviews with people that have 
recently used hotel booking websites. The interviews 
were designed to learn about people’s experiences 
using hotel websites, understand past behaviors and 
determine their preferences and needs. From the 
interviews, a short narrative was developed for each 
participant, which highlighted key attributes, as well as a 
recap of the interview. Each of the interviews were 
recorded.

KEY FINDINGS

• People prefer to use search engines, aggregated 
websites and direct hotel websites 

• People are more likely to book a hotel room and 
flight separately

• Infrequent travelers are not likely to join a rewards 
program 

• People do not book hotel rooms on mobile devices 
because they prefer larger screens and browser 
window tabs 

• People value price and location over amenities 
• On a confirmation page, people want to see contact 

information, price and a recap of their reservation 
• People expect to see a calendar on the home page

See appendix for narratives and video reeltri
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DATA 
ANALYSIS

Finding	meaning	in	the	
research	data



• Before beginning the analysis process, the research team revisited the original research goals to ensure 
that the goals helped inspire the direction of the analysis process 

• Conducted the following analysis techniques: 
o Summarization: collected and organized the data from the interviews, narrative stories and nano

usability test
o Manipulation: sorted the data into patterns and trends using a spreadsheet
o Generalization: created generalized statements for each finding using the summarized data
o Transformation: transformed data into quantitative percentages

DATA	ANALYSIS	– OVERVIEW	

HOW WE ANALYZED THE DATA 
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DATA	ANALYSIS	– SUMMARIZATION	
NARRATIVE STORY 
• Produced a narrative shortly after the three user 

interviews
• Reorganized the interview participant responses in a 

logical way that told a complete story
• The narrative provided a brief recap of the recorded 

interview discussions
• This information was helpful for scanning through 

the entire interview
• The narrative was used to supplement the video 

recordings  

ORGANIZING THE DATA
• Reviewed all three of the narrative stories
• Detached themes, sentences, ideas and 

experiences from the story into individual content 
components   

• Cataloged the components into groups based on 
the name of the interview participant 

See appendix for additional findings



DATA	ANALYSIS	– MANIPULATION	
CODING THE DATA
• Assigned colors to the coded data based on 

themes, patterns and trends
• Used this technique to prepare the data for further 

analysis
• This helped create a visual representation to better 

distinguish commonalities in the data

MANIPULATING THE DATA
• Grouped and sorted the color coded data based on 

trends
• Created a group header title to provide an overview 

of the data 
• Rearranged the data, and created new groupings, 

as needed (similar to a card sorting activity) 
• Discovered 12 main data groupings 

See appendix for additional findings



DATA	ANALYSIS	– GENERALIZATION	

DEFINING GENERALIZED 
CONCLUSIONS
• Using the manipulated data as well as the 

groupings, created general statements about the 
observations

• Looked through each of the tasks and drew 
conclusions about people’s behaviors, habits and 
views

• Discovered common characteristics and attitudes 
used to prove and dispel the original research 
hypotheses  

See appendix for additional findings



DATA	ANALYSIS	– TRANSFORMATION	

CHANGING THE DATA
• Looked through the individual pieces of coded data, 

along with the generalized summaries and 
transformed the data into quantitative findings  

• Used the transformed data to further enhance the 
research findings, draw conclusions and make final 
recommendations 

66% of people do 
not have amenity 
preferences 
when searching 
for a room

See appendix for additional findings



RESEARCH 
RESULTS

Presenting	the	research	
results	and	findings



• Compiled all of the data from the nano usability test, questionnaire and user interviews to generate research 
findings and preliminary insights

• Compared the research findings to the original user research goals, questions and hypotheses 
• Synthesized data from the summarization, manipulation, generalization and transformation techniques, as 

highlighted on the previous slides
• Featured notable percentages to indicate trends and themes   

RESEARCH	RESULTS	– OVERVIEW	

HOW WE DREW CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RESEARCH
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RESEARCH	RESULTS	– FINDINGS	
GOAL: Identify the needs, goals, wants and behaviors of 
user types and understand what people value while 
searching for a hotel

FINDINGS
• People conduct a lot of research before booking a hotel
• Most people first start by using a search engine or an 

aggregated website  
• When using a search engine, people don’t like ads 
• Very few people place value in amenities when searching for a 

hotel 
• People want to see pictures of the rooms, a calendar, map of 

the area, available dates and room type options
• On average, people search for a hotel 1-2 months in advance
• People want to receive communications via email and text 

GOAL: Discover the underlying contextual reasons and 
rationale for why people select a specific hotel, hotel brand 
and/or flight and hotel package

FINDINGS 
• People enjoy outdoor adventures, beachside vacations and 

sightseeing
• People value safety, clean rooms, excellent customer service, 

good location and price
• People prefer to book hotels and flights separately
• People are influenced by external factors such as a 

conference taking place at a particular hotel
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RESEARCH	RESULTS	– FINDINGS	
GOAL: Learn about what influencers cause people to 
abandon a reservation process

FINDINGS 
• Dirty rooms and bad reviews prevent people from staying at a 

hotel or cause people to abandon the process 
• On a confirmation page, people expect to see check-in/out 

times, reservation number, phone number, booking status, 
location/address, selected room type and price

GOAL: Determine what factor(s) motivate people to use a 
website versus an app when completing a task

FINDINGS 
• While all participants own smartphones, none of them have 

booked a hotel from a mobile device
• In general, people like to text, check email, use social media, 

GPS, play games and listen to music on their devices 
• People feel that mobile screens are too small and require 

zooming
• On the other hand, computers allow for full details and tabs

GOAL: Identify what types of hotel perks or incentives 
motivate people to join a loyalty program

FINDINGS 
• One interview participant is a loyalty member (AAA)
• Uses points to book rooms, see dining recommendations and 

read ratings/reviews
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RESEARCH	RESULTS	– NOTABLE	PERCENTAGES

BY THE NUMBERS 

100% of people go to search engines to find a hotel at some point 
during their search

66% of people do not have amenity preferences 

100% of people will not return to a dirty hotel

100% of people book hotels and flights separately  

66% of people want to see a calendar view when searching

66% of people want to see a status bar indicating progress 

0% of people have booked a hotel from a mobile device 

100% of people use their phones for email, texting and social 
media 

100% of people prefer to receive notifications via email 

33% of people are members of a loyalty program 
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NEXT 
STEPS

Offering	recommendations	
for	moving	the	project	

forward



• Synthesized all of the research data and provided 11 recommendations for enhancing Marriott’s digital 
platforms

• Accounted for Marriott’s business needs, as well as the original research goals and objectives when defining 
each of the new strategic priorities

• Proposed recommendations for additional future user research 

RECOMMENDATIONS	– OVERVIEW	

ADVANCING MARRIOTT - NEXT STEPS
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RECOMMENDATIONS	– NEXT	STEPS

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Provide users with a more accessible map feature on the results page – users want information about the area around a 
hotel

1. Add the word “Images” overlaid on top of the hotel image icon within the results page – this will let people know that 
they can look through hotel pictures (currently there is only a picture icon) 

1. Use a marketing automation platform to trigger follow up communications with visitors one month prior to the date they 
enter in the calendar search feature – research tells us that on average people book a hotel one month before their visit 

2. Prioritize customer service feedback surveys – clean rooms and good customer service is a key factor in repeat visitors 

3. Enhance and promote conference opportunities by revisiting local partnerships with visitor and convention bureaus

4. Be transparent with the exact cost of flight and hotel packages – this will encourage people to trust your pricing model, 
especially compared to aggregated sites

5. Rebrand the flight and hotel package website (vacationsbymarriott.com) so that it is more consistent with Marriott Hotel 
branding

6. Provide sufficient email communications to guests prior to their visit – include a reminder containing the reservation and 
itinerary 

7. Provide guests with the option of receiving text message notification reminders

8. Create social media campaign ads to target the 18-34 demographic audiences who are more active on social platforms

9. Offer more beachside and outdoor adventure travel packages



RECOMMENDATIONS	– MORE	RESEARCH

MORE RESEARCH RECOMMENDED 

1. The study featured participants in the 18-34 demographic 
age group – more data is needed to identify patterns 
among older audiences

2. More evidence is needed to understand how people 
respond to loyalty programs

3. Analyze mobile app metrics and determine how the app 
should be continued, or if a mobile optimized website 
would be more cost effective 

4. Conduct usability testing to identify how, where and why 
people abandon the reservation process
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APPENDIX	– VIDEO	REEL

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8334rb0rg2ufi5e/Gonzales_IAKM60103%20-
%20User%20Research%20Video%20Reel.mp4?dl=0

Video highlight reel from the research interviews:



APPENDIX	– NANO	USABILITY	TEST	NOTES
Usability Test Participant 1 (duration: 6 minutes)
Age: 28
Gender: Female
Profession: Marketing and communications professional in higher education 

• Started by searching for a city (San Gimignano, Italy)
• Changed number of guests to two
• Clicked on special rates, but did not select any of the options
• Then clicked “Find”
• The dates were unavailable, however she did not notice this. As a result, she searched multiple times over, 

but still did not notice the message at the top.
• However, she did notice a pop-up third party ad
• Clicked on the ad and said, “I don’t like this”
• And then said, “I can’t see the rates”
• As result, she started to conduct a hotel re-search, but this time on the pop-up ad site, not Marriott 
• She said, “These rates are in Euros?”
• Started looking through the pictures on the pop-up site
• Clicked on the “Book it” link, which redirected her back to marriott.com
• Frustrated, she then decided to search for different dates, which worked
• Then said, “I don’t know where I am anymore, I’m so confused”
• Without looking at room specifications, she selected the first available room and clicked “Select”
• Did not spend much time on the confirmation page before clicking, “Continue”
• Did not check out as a guest, and clicked on the “Close X”
• Said, “I’m never using Marriott again” 



APPENDIX	– NANO	USABILITY	TEST	NOTES
Usability Test Participant 2 (duration: 3 minutes)
Age: 20
Gender: Male
Profession: Undergraduate student 

• Started by typing “Washington DC”
• Typed “Washington DC” without the comma, however the system did not populate any destinations –

instead, the airport code displayed
• Next, he selected date options for July
• Kept the number of guests at one
• Skipped over the “Special Rates” button and went directly to “Find” 
• Scanned the first few options and selected the second option, which was $100 cheaper
• Clicked on the hyperlinked name of the hotel, which displayed a callout window on the right 
• Clicked on the “Amenities” tab, but did not spend much time reading the content
• Navigated back to the “Overview” tab and clicked, “View Rates” from within the tab
• Selected the first available option and clicked “Select” 
• Quickly scanned all of the reservation details and clicked “Continue”
• Determined that he was not a member, but didn’t click, “Continue as guest.” Instead, he clicked on the 

“Close X”



APPENDIX	– NANO	USABILITY	TEST	NOTES
Usability Test Participant 3 (duration: 3 minutes)
Age: 21
Gender: Female
Profession: Undergraduate student 

• Started by searching for a city, but said, “I’m not sure if this will bring up a list of cities”
• Entered Nashville and then selected Nashville as a destination
• Navigated to the calendar and selected start and end dates
• Kept the room and number of guests at one 
• Clicked on “Special Rates” and selected “AAA/CAA”
• Then clicked “Find”
• At first, she scrolled for a little while and then went back up – assuming to see how many options are were 
• After scrolling, she clicked on the name of the second hotel, which led to a callout window on the right. 

She said, “Oh, this is really helpful"
• Then clicked through the three tabs, “Overview” “Amenities” and “Guest rooms”
• After quickly glancing through each category, she exited and clicked on “View Rates” for one of the hotels
• She found one she was interested in (2 queen beds) and clicked “Select”
• When she clicked on “Room Details” link, she said, “I wish there were pictures here”
• The Marriott Chat window popped up. She selected, “No thanks,” however, it popped up more than once  



APPENDIX	– DEFINED	UX	ISSUES
USER EXPERIENCE ISSUES ISSUE TYPE DEPARTMENTS IMPACTED

The global navigation is located within a collapsible Menu, 
limiting a user’s ability to find all booking features

Visibility of system status Design and Development

The pop-up ad (Room Key) re-directs users away from the 
Marriott website

User control and freedom Sales

Users do not have the ability to share their search results 
with others or email the results to themselves for quick 
future access

User control and freedom Sales

Locating the Luxury and Lifestyle hotel collection sections 
on the website is difficult and not accessible from the main 
menu navigation

Recognition rather than 
recall

Design and Development and 
Sales

Users do not have the option to search/filter for hotels 
based on collection preference

User control and freedom Design and Development

The hotel collection pages use different branding and web 
formatting, which makes it feel disconnected from Marriott

Aesthetic and minimalist 
design

Marketing, Advertising and 
Content

The Loyalty Program’s call to action button, which 
encourages users to join, is small and not prominently 
placed  

Aesthetic and minimalist 
design

Marketing, Advertising and 
Content

Too many Marriott programs for users to remember, which 
may lead users to ignore the Loyalty Program altogether –
Marriott Rewards® , Megabonus® , Marriott Rewards 
Credit Cards, Experiences by Marriott℠

Language Marketing, Advertising and 
Content 

Too many unique webpages dedicated to the Loyalty 
Program (5 in total)

Aesthetic and minimalist 
design

Marketing, Advertising and 
Content



APPENDIX	– DEFINED	UX	ISSUES
USER EXPERIENCE ISSUES ISSUE TYPE DEPARTMENTS IMPACTED

The appearance of the live chat feature is inconsistent and 
not easily accessible from the Reservation page

Help, doc., recovery from 
errors

Customer Support

On the mobile app, users are not able to modify their 
search results without navigating back to the app’s home 
screen

User control and freedom Design and Development

On step 2 of the reservation process, the “Book Now” 
button does not provide additional contextual information 
previewing what will happen next once the button is 
clicked

Help, doc., recovery from 
errors

Design and Development

The vacation package room and flight upgrade option is 
not prominently placed on the results page and is buried in 
the local navigation

Recognition rather than 
recall

Sales and Design and 
Development

On the home page, deals and packages are buried below 
the hotel search bar

Recognition rather than 
recall

Sales and Design and 
Development 

Experiences by Marriott℠ is not a conventionally used 
term/phrase and may not be understood or clicked on by 
users

Language Marketing, Advertising and 
Content



APPENDIX	– SPECIFIC	RESEARCH	QUESTIONS
GENERAL QUESTION
Who uses the digital platforms, and how do behavioral qualities influence the actions performed?  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1. What are the most common age groups, and what do they value most when selecting a hotel or room?
2. Is there a difference in how certain demographic audiences navigate the hotel search process? 
3. Which group types have the most difficulty using the platforms, and where do they struggle most? Why? 

GENERAL QUESTION
What factors determine the types of hotels, rooms or packages that people select?

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1. How does income influence whether or not people choose a flight and hotel package or the Luxury Collection?
2. Which hotel packages are most popular and why? 
3. Do people prefer convenience (location, amenities) over price?
4. What is the ratio of people who use the pre-packaged Marriott Getaways℠ to those who use the search feature?

GENERAL QUESTION
What are ways to prevent people from abandoning their reservation?

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1. At what stage in the reservation process do people abandon most frequently? 
2. Do people need help or customer support, and are they receiving it? 
3. When people abandon their reservation, do they close out of the browser entirely or do they return back to the hotel search results page?

GENERAL QUESTION
Why do people who have easy access to the website choose to use the mobile app? 

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1. Where are people physically located when they use the mobile app?
2. Are there common actions that people perform on the website that they don’t perform on the app (or vice versa)? 
3. What is the ratio of people who book flight and hotel packages on the website to those on the app? 

GENERAL QUESTION
Why would someone who infrequently books a hotel go out of their way to sign up for the Loyalty Program?

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
1. What perks are most appealing to new members who sign up for the Loyalty Program?
2. How many people who are already Loyalty Program members use their rewards, and what do they use them for?
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Q1. What is your age?

Characteristic-based question
(demographic)

None Radio buttons:
-Under 18
-18-24 years old
-25-34 years old 
-35-44 years old
-45-54 years old
-55-64 years old
-65-74 years old
-75 years and older
-Prefer not to say

Q2. Please indicate which best describes how often 
you use the following when on the internet.

Behavioral-based question
(technology use)

Select from the following options: 

Daily
A few times a week
A few times a month
Monthly
Never

Matrix scale: 
-Social networking platforms 
-Email
-Search engines
-Electronic books (e-books)
-Online videos
-Online games 
-Online news 
-Online magazines
-Online radio 
-Online shopping 

Q3. Select the types of vacations that you took in the 
last 12 months.

Behavioral-based question
(usage)

Check all that apply Checkboxes: 
-All-inclusive getaway 
-Attractions and theme park vacation 
-Beachside vacation
-Business travel
-Couples only vacation
-Cruises 
-Culinary travel
-Family vacation 
-Outdoor adventure travel  
-Other: __________
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Q4. Rate the following features of hotel booking 
websites for how important they are to you when 
choosing a hotel. 

Attitudinal-based question
(preference)

Select from the following options: 

Important
Neutral 
Not important

Likert scale
-Ability to search by city
-Ability to search by airport   
-Calendar for selecting room nights
-Option to select hotel and flight packages 
-Images of the hotel
-Option to search for amenities 
-Map of all nearby hotels 
-Live chat customer support feature
-Information on things to do in the area 
-A way to sort by hotel brands  
-Ability to modify a reservation from any point on the site 
-Loyalty membership program 

Q5. Why are you visiting the Marriott website today?

Behavioral-based question
(usage)

Check all that apply Checkboxes:
-Book a hotel only 
-Book a hotel and flight package 
-Book a hotel and car package  
-Modify an existing reservation 
-Check rates for a future booking 
-Sign up for the Loyalty Program 
-Browse the website for deals
-Read Marriott’s news
-Research Marriott for future meeting and event space
-Locate Marriott’s contact information  
-Ask a question to customer support 
-Other:_______ 

Q6. In the last 12 months, how often did you book a 
hotel using the Marriott website? 

Behavioral-based question
(usage)

None Radio buttons:
-0
-1-3 times
-4-6 times
-7-9 times 
-10-12 times
-13+ times
-Unsure  
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Q7. In the last 12 months, how many times have you 
used the Marriott mobile app to book a hotel room?

Behavioral-based question
(usage)

None Radio buttons:
-0
-1-3 times
-4-6 times
-7-9 times
-10-12 times
-13+ times 
-Unsure    

Q8. If you are a Loyalty Program member, please 
indicate the ways in which you used your points in 
the last 12 months.  

Behavioral-based question
(usage)

Check all that apply Checkboxes:
-I am not a Loyalty Program member 
-7-night getaway package 
-Airport lounge access 
-Air and car savings 
-Airline miles 
-Buy, share or donate points 
-Cruises 
-Electronics, fashion and merchandise
-Free nights 
-International retail 
-Marriott eGift cards 
-Points and cash combination 
-Retailer gift cards 
-Room upgrades 
-Spa, golf and dining 
-I have not redeemed points in the last year 
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Q9. When completing your hotel reservation, what 
information do you value most on the final 
confirmation webpage?

Attitudinal-based question
(preference)

Select from the following options: 

Important
Neutral 
Not important

Likert scale:
-Full summary of entire reservation 
-Check-in and check-out dates 
-Total number of guests 
-Total number of rooms 
-Guest room type 
-Nightly room rate 
-Total rate of entire stay (subtotal)
-Taxes and additional fees  
-Ability to modify a reservation 
-Sign-in feature for profile access 
-Live chat button for help 
-Images of hotel 
-Ability to enter a promotional code
-Ability to enter special requests 
-Ability to add inbound/outgoing flight information to a 

booking 
-Parking information 
-Hotel contact information 

Q10. What is your total annual household income? 

Characteristic-based question
(demographic)

None Radio buttons:
-Less than $20,000
-$20,001-$29,999
-$30,000-$39,999
-$40,000-$49,999
-$50,000-$59,999
-$60,000-$69,999
-$70,000-$79,999
-$80,000-$89,999
-$90,000-$99,999
-$100,000-$119,999
-$120,000-$149,999
-$150,000 or over
-Prefer not to say
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Introduction 

Hi _____________. Thanks for agreeing to participate. Today’s interview should take no more than 15 minutes. 

I’m going to be asking you to answer some questions regarding the hotel booking process, which will help inform decisions for a website 
redesign project that I’m working on for graduate school. 

The questions that I plan to ask are going to be specific to you. I’m interested in your own personal experiences and opinions regarding this 
topic.  

Therefore, there’s nothing that you can say that is wrong. All answers are encouraged and welcome. 

Additionally, with your permission, I’d like to video record today’s discussion. This is for research purposes, my instructors to view and my 
academic portfolio. I also plan to take notes to supplement the recording. 

If it’s okay with you, I’m going to ask that you sign this permission and consent release form. Please take a moment to review it. 

(give out the form) 

Do you have any questions before we begin?  

The Warm Up

If there were one place in the world that you could travel to, where would it be?

Can you tell me about your most memorable vacation? 

Do you have any upcoming travel plans? 
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The Body

When was the last time that you booked a room at a hotel? 
Where did you travel? 
What was the travel for?

For your last trip to ___________, how did you decide on that destination?

For this trip, what influenced your final decision to book the hotel that you selected? 
How many hotels did you look at before picking that hotel? 
Do you remember why you didn’t select the other hotels?

In order to find a hotel room, where do you typically start your search process? 

How far in advance do you like to begin the search process?

When you’re on a hotel booking website, what hotel search features do you expect to find on the home page?

What types of amenities do you look for in a hotel? 
Which of these amenities are most important to you? 

What specific website(s), if any, do you prefer to use when booking a hotel?
Is there anything that you like or dislike about these websites?

What information do you expect to find on a final booking confirmation webpage?  

Once you’ve stayed at a particular hotel, what factors would influence your decision to return back to that hotel again as a guest?   
What factors would prevent you from returning to that hotel?

When you plan a trip, do you typically book a hotel separately, or do you book a hotel and flight package together? 
TOGETHER: In your opinion, can you share with me the advantages of booking them together? Disadvantages? 
SEPERATE: Can you share with me why you book them separately?

What computers or devices do you personally own? 
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What types of things do you like to do on your mobile device?

What experiences do you have booking a hotel room on a mobile device?
SOME: What did you like and dislike about the experience? 
NONE: Any particular reason why you might use a website?

How do you go about finding an answer online to a question that you have?

In general, when you need to be notified about a change or an update, how do you prefer to receive notifications?

The Cool-Down

I just have a few more general questions before we wrap up today. 

Tell me, are you a member of any loyalty or rewards programs? 
What do you like most about being a member?
Are there certain types of rewards that you value?

Before buying a product, what steps do you take to learn more about that product? 

On average, how often do you stay in a hotel each year?

Have you used Marriott Hotel’s website or app within the past 6 months?

The Wrap Up

Those are all of the questions that I have for today. Is there anything else that you wanted to ask or add?

(pause)
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Great – well that concludes our interview today. 

I want to thank you again for your time. It’s very much appreciated.

I plan to compile the video recordings and notes and produce a final user research report for my research course.  

(turn off the video camera and excuse the participant)
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Participant 1
Name: Michelle 
Gender: Female 
Age Range: 18-24
Occupation: Higher education professional 
How often does the participant stay at hotels: 1-2 times a year for a total of 5-6 nights
Has the participant used Marriott in the past 6 months: No

The interview took place at an office where Michelle works. To avoid distractions, the door was closed and all devices were put on silent. 

Michelle was very informative, experienced and knowledgeable using hotel booking websites, including Marriott’s digital properties – her 
preferred hotel branch. According to Michelle, she is typically responsible for booking an annual spring break trip for her and a group of six 
friends. Michelle booked a trip last March to the Gulf Shores for her group’s 2015 spring break vacation. For leisure, Michelle’s ideal vacation 
includes a trip to a quiet beach, such as the Gulf Shores. 

Before selecting a hotel, Michelle conducts a lot of research in order to find the best price and location for her needs. About three months 
before a trip, Michelle goes to a search engine, such as Google to find a hotel or get a question answered. For her last spring break trip, she 
looked at a least 15 different hotel options. In general, she does not use travel booking websites, unless she books with a large group of friends 
– it can be easier to find more flexible options this way, according to Michelle. While she enjoys browsing for different options, Michelle is most 
likely to return to a hotel that she has stayed at before and is influenced by past experiences and online reviews. She prefers rooms that are 
clean, comfortable and have a home-like feel. Dirty and unkempt rooms prevent her from returning to that hotel again in the future. Finally, for 
all of her trips, she prefers to book separate hotels and flights. She feels that both processes require a lot of attention and should be done 
separately.

During the booking process, Michelle likes to look at pictures of the room and see a calendar, though she feels that searchable calendars are 
too small on websites. The amenities that she prefers include WiFi, TV’s in the room, a kitchenette to reduce the cost of eating at restaurants 
and a balcony. When finalizing a confirmation, she likes to see the check-in time, reservation number and phone number. 

Personally, Michelle owns an iPhone and laptop. On her iPhone, she likes to text, check email and use social media. However, she does not 
have experience booking a hotel from a mobile device, though she is interested in an app because it can be aesthetically more pleasing than a 
mobile browser, requires no zooming and contains all features (Michelle was not aware that Marriott has an app). Additionally, Michelle likes to 
receive notifications via email because it allows her to see a complete thread and search previous communications. 

Finally, Michelle and her family are members of AAA. They use rewards to book trips, see ratings and look for dining recommendations.
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Participant 2
Name: Sarah 
Gender: Female 
Age Range: 25-34
Occupation: Marketing and communications professional 
How often does the participant stay at hotels: 1-2 times a year for a total of 10-12 nights
Has the participant used Marriott in the past 6 months: No

The interview took place at Sarah’s home office.

Sarah’s interview was very thoughtful and thorough. During the interview, Sarah shared her experience traveling and booking hotels for work events, including 
an annual conference, as well as leisure travel. Sarah enjoys traveling and visiting new places, learning about a destination’s history, exploring the outdoors 
through hiking and experiencing beautiful weather. Sarah’s most memorable travel experiences involve outdoor adventures. 

Last year, Sarah booked a hotel in San Diego for a 5-day work conference. When booking a hotel for a work-related event, Sarah usually reserves a room at 
the host conference hotel because the rates are discounted and programming takes place at the venue.

However, when booking personal travel, Sarah’s process is more thorough. She starts by using a search engine, such as Google, types in the vacation 
destination and clicks on the top options. When possible, Sarah tries to avoid ads that may be at the top of the results page. Sarah also prefers to avoid 
aggregated websites that package hotel and flights – she prefers to view them separately so that she doesn’t miss any hidden fees and can see a complete 
cost breakdown. For both work and leisure travel, Sarah books a hotel about 1-2 months prior to departure.

On a website, Sarah expects to see a calendar, photos, a map of the area and amenities. Sarah does not put much value in amenities, however she does 
appreciate hotels that have free gym access and are close to restaurants. She is also more likely to stay at a hotel that has a good location and is in a safe 
area. If a hotel is dirty, she is likely not to return. Before booking, Sarah also consults with people that she knows in order to get their thoughts on the hotel. 
Once Sarah reaches the confirmation page during the booking process, she expects to see a booking status bar, dates, location/address, phone number, 
price, as well as a message notifying her that she will receive an email. 

Personally, Sarah owns an iPhone, desktop, laptop and iPad. She uses her mobile device for email, social media, GPS, browsing, games and music. 
However, Sarah has never booked a hotel room on a mobile device. She feels that content on mobile devices can be limited and harder to view on a small 
screen. Additionally, Sarah prefers to receive information via email and text. For full details, including a reservation confirmation, Sarah prefers email, however 
for quick information she likes text messaging. 

Sarah is not a loyalty or rewards program member. 
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Participant 3
Name: Larry 
Gender: Male 
Age Range: 18-24
Occupation: Undergraduate student 
How often does the participant stay at hotels: 1 time a year for a total of 3-5 nights
Has the participant used Marriott in the past 6 months: No

This interview took place at an office where Larry works. To avoid distractions, the door was closed and all devices were put on silent.

Larry had recently traveled to Ireland as part of a study abroad trip and was excited to talk about his recent experiences. Larry enjoys traveling to places that 
he’s never been to and hopes to visit South America this summer. During his time in Europe, he enjoyed sightseeing, particularly during a weekend trip to 
London with his mother. Larry picked London because it was cheap, close by (only 45 minutes away from Ireland) and English speaking. In general, when 
taking a leisure vacation, Larry likes to visit attractions and also see friends who may be living in the area. 

Before searching for a hotel, Larry conducts a lot of research. This process usually begins about one month prior to departure. For his London trip, Larry 
looked at more than 50 hotels/hostels and read reviews by using aggregated sites such as Kayak, Hostel World and Airbnb. He prefers these sites, as well as 
Google, to direct hotel websites because they are convenient and easy to use. Additionally, Larry searches for hotels and flights separately. He feels that 
booking a room and flight is a big process and therefore likes to work in phases and talk with friends about the process. He also feels that flights should be 
booked further in advance. 

During the search process, Larry first starts by searching the area and then branches out to find a specific hotel. On the search home page, Larry expects to 
find date options and available room types. When searching for amenities, he is very flexible and does not have preferences. However, as he narrows his 
search, Larry values price and location. When finalizing a reservation, Larry expects to see an indication that his process is complete, an overview of the room 
type (number of beds), price and contact information. 

Overall, Larry values genuine customer service, clean rooms and free food provided by the hotel, such as complementary breakfast. He is not likely to return 
to a hotel that is dirty. 

Personally, Larry owns an iPhone, laptop and Kindle. When on a mobile device, he typically uses it for calling, text messaging and social media. However, 
Larry has never booked a hotel from a mobile device. Larry prefers a computer because he can see more content and have multiple tabs open. When Larry 
needs to find something online, he prefers to use a search engine, such as Google. Though if he has a specific question, he may visit a direct website or talk 
with friends. He prefers to receive notifications via email because it allows him to track all communications. 

Larry is not a member of any loyalty or rewards programs. 
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